BROW LAMINATION TRAINING BOOKLET

BROW LAMINATION TRAINING
WELCOME TO OUR BROW LAMINATION COURSE!

BROW LIFT is a low maintenance brow service that can last up to 6-8 weeks. In just 45-60-minute procedure you can achieve a perfect brow lift for your client’s eyebrows, providing a long lasting enhancement and definition without doing any harm to the natural hairs.

The service is great for those who:
• Don’t have the time for brow maintenance and upkeep costs
• Clients with Sparse Brows
• Clients who are growing out their brows
• Clients not ready to commit to Permanent Makeup
• Clients with unruly, coarse brows
• Clients with stubborn natural hair growth patterns
• Want more of a natural look
• Want to achieve a natural lift that would last for a long period of time and having the feeling of no makeup look!

HD BEAUTY ACADEMY - BROW LAMINATION TRAINING
Brow Lamination is essentially a new generation brow perm treatment that keeps them in shape and easy to maintain in place. It’s a 3-step system that can be applied to even stubborn brow hairs to realign the directional hair growth, and create a more structured look. This procedure creates the look of added volume and fullness by combing hairs over sparse areas creating that fluffy full look.

Brow Lamination works by softening and then strengthening your natural eyebrows. Your brow is a tri-layered tube with a medulla, a cortex, and a cuticle made of proteins. The medulla contains the side bonds of the hair, which includes salt, hydrogen and disulphide bonds.

The salt and hydrogen bonds, are the weakest and easily maneuvered bonds that are just easy to manipulate. The disulfide bonds (the strongest bonds) and are the most affected during a brow lamination. Your perming solution breaks down and softens the disulfide bonds, forcing the brow to surrender its natural shape and take on the shape you chose for your client. Your setting solution strengthens the bonds of the brow hair again, restoring the brows rigidity. The final nourishing solution conditions and hydrates the hair for a silky finish.

Below we will walk you step by step through Brow Lamination process.

NEXT:
CONTRAINDICATIONS & SAFETY PROTOCOL
CONTRAINDICATIONS AND SAFETY PROTOCOL

⚠️ Should only be done on individuals with healthy natural brow hair.
⚠️ Psoriasis/Eczema
⚠️ Pregnant or nursing women
⚠️ Recent eye lift or brow lift surgery
⚠️ Alopecia
⚠️ Recent Permanent Make up (must be healed at least 6 weeks)

⚠️ Sunburn
⚠️ Ultra-Sensitive Skin
⚠️ Scar Tissue in the treatment area.
⚠️ Pregnant/Breast Feeding
⚠️ Brow Growth Serums

If eye contact occurs, flush the eye with water for a minimum of 15 minutes making sure everything is washed and solutions left behind, and consult a physician.
PROCEDURAL SUPPLIES

All supplies can be purchased together with this course or separately on our Online Shop www.hdpermanentmakeup.ca

- Brow Cleanser/ Micellar water
- 1 white pencil
- Lint free flock applicators
- 1 Permanent gel
- 1 Neutralizer Cream
- 1 Regenerating Cream
- Mascara wands
- Tweezers
- Scissors
- Tint and Oxidant
- Paper Tissues/ Cotton gauzes
- Box of micro swabs
- Hair Bonnets

NEXT:
TRAINING COURSE
1. **CLEANSE AND PRIME BROW HAIR**

Cleanse the client’s brow hair from any makeup or oil with water and cleanse solution (makeup remover non-oily or micellar water). Make sure all cleanser is rinsed away and pat dry.

2. **SHAPE**

Consult on the shape they would like to achieve, but keep in mind that during brow lamination procedure your job is to save as much of a natural brow hair as possible for a fluffy effect. Using white pencil retraces the shape around each brow to have a border where we will be applying the tint after. Carefully stretch the area where we will tweeze out the hair we don’t need and tweeze out the hair following the hair growth, clean up around the retraced shape. **Note:** no brow waxing or threading is allowed right before the procedure due to the skin irritation after. Brush eyebrows with the Brush Brow Comb in the upward moving direction. (Watch our YouTube video on “how to create a perfect shape eyebrows” for reference.)
3 APPLY PERMANENT GEL

Apply over the eyebrows a portion of Permanent gel with the help of the Microbrush. Avoid applying Permanent gel over the end tip of the hair of the eyebrows. Place hair in the right direction and shape with the mascara brush. Ensure sparse areas are covered, curly hairs are straightened, and brow hair is in the right direction to add shape and definition to the brows. Cover the area with ceramic wrap. Leave it to act for up to 10 to 15 minutes maximum or depending on the thickness and density of the hair. Blonde thin hairs will require 10 minutes max while darker coarse hair will need up to 15 minutes max.

4 PROCESS EVERY 2 MINUTES

After 2 minutes of exposure, remove ceramic wrap in order to check that hairs of the eyebrows are placed in the right direction (comb with a brush if needed) and cover it again. Repeat this step every 2 minutes, two more times, in order to obtain a satisfactory result.
Once the exposure time is over, remove the Permanent Gel with dry cotton gauze. Be careful not to disturb the hair and keeping the removal the same direction as hair was placed.

Apply Neutralizer with a new Microbrush, make sure you applying closer to the roots if you want the hair to be set in the right direction after procedure, or the entire hair if you want to soften thick hair and straighten curly strands. Cover the area both with ceramic wrap and a little towel if needed. Leave it to act for 2 minutes less than the time of Permanent Gel depending on the thickness and density of the hair you used in the first step.
Once the exposure time is over, remove the product with wet cotton gauzes. Be careful not to disturb the hair and keep the removal in the same direction as the hair was placed.

Dry with a paper tissue. Brush the hair upward and place them into direction and the shape desired.
9 MIX TINT
Make the mixture of the dye in the small cup. Mix the chosen color for eyebrow with oxidant: in 50/50 proportion.

10 APPLY TINT
With the help of a Dye Microbrush, first apply the dye mixture in the opposite direction to the growth of hair. Avoid pressing the brush on the skin. Next, apply the dye on the Eyebrows in the same direction to the growth of the hair. Cover the eyebrow completely and comb with the Brush Comb to be sure that all the hair will be dyed.

11 PROCESS TINT
Leave it to act for 3-7 minutes depending on the desired darkness of the color.
12 REMOVE TINT

After exposure time is over clean the product with wet cotton gauze. Brush hair in an upward direction.

13 APPLY REGENERATING CREAM

Comb the area with the Regenerating Cream. Recommend your client the daily use of Eyebrow Regenerating Cream or coconut butter to keep hair moist and in place. **You’re done!**
Let your client open their eyes and enjoy the moment!
After Care

After the Brow Lift clients should:

• Not apply make-up or any other eye treatments for at least 24 hours after your treatment.
• Avoid swimming/sauna for 24 hours
• Keep brows dry for 24 hours
• Use a brow conditioner daily
• Avoid the temptation to over touch the brow area after treatment.
• No self-tanning products should be used on the face for 48 hours after the treatment
They didn’t lift
This can result either from under-processing or over-processing. If brows are under-processed, they won’t achieve optimal lift, and if they are over-processed they will straighten completely. Brows with poor results can be re-lifted any time after the 24 hours.

Process time
To make sure we don’t over process in the first step permanent gel make sure to check on brow hair every 2-3 minutes by brushing them up. If the hair becoming soft and vulnerable then time chosen was correct. But if you the hair is still unruly and not soft enough then you can add another 2 minutes.

The hairs are “sizzly” looking
Tell your client to keep brows moisturized by using either a rejuvenating lotion or coconut butter until hair become more softer.

Tint went outside drawn shape
If you by accidentally go outside the shape with the tint then use microbrush dipped into the alcohol and gently take off what’s not needed.

Tips for different ethnicity groups
Asian: Fastest monthly hair growth rate (+1.4 cm aprox) Hair grows perpendicular to the scalp. Mostly dark colours hair.
Caucasian: Medium monthly hair growth rate (+1.2 cm aprox) Oblique hair implantation. Hair colour can be light or dark shades. Can be wavy or straight.
African: Slowest growth hair rate (+0.9 cm aprox) Hair grows parallel to the scalp. Mostly dark colour hair. Very thick and unruly hair. May need several treatments to achieve desired results.
BROW LIFT
CLIENT LIABILITY WAIVER
Brow Lift Client Liability Waiver

Please initial at each line and sign at the bottom

___ I understand that there are risks associated with the Brow Lift procedure.
___ I understand that the brow hair will be lifted with an advanced solution and a conditioning cream.
___ I understand that as part of the procedure eye irritation, pain, itching discomfort and in rare cases brow infection may occur.
___ I understand and agree to follow the aftercare instructions provided by my technician.
___ I understand failure to follow the aftercare instructions may cause an undesirable result.
___ I understand that in order to have a Brow Lift, I will need to keep my eyes closed for duration up to 60 minutes during the procedure. I also understand that I will need to be lying in a reclined position. Any medical conditions that might be aggravated by lying still for a prolonged period of time may mean that I will not be able to have the procedure performed on my brows.
___ I understand that touching my eyebrows at any point during the Brow Lift procedure is not recommended, and may cause an undesirable result. I agree to keep my hands close to the body throughout the procedure unless instructed to touch by my technician.
___ This agreement will remain in effect for this procedure and all future Brow Lift procedures conducted by my technician or any other technician conducting business at the salon/spa listed below. I understand that this agreement is binding and that I have read and fully understand all information above. I represent that I am over the age of 18 years. If below 18 years of age a parent or guardian must also sign this form.
___ I release my technician or salon/spa __________________ from all liability associated with this procedure. There are no guarantees for how long the Brow lift will last, on average it last between 3-4 weeks. Our company or salon is not responsible for any technician errors. I understand that I have been advised to follow the aftercare protocol from my technician so as to avoid any discomfort or adverse side effects after the procedure has been completed.

Client Signature: _______________________________    Date: ____/_____/_______
CLIENT RECORD SHEET

Date:

Client Name:

Address:

Email:

Photo Consent:  YES / NO

Emergency Contact:

Allergies and/or known medications:  YES / NO

Shield Size Used:

Processing time for Permanent Gel:

Processing time for Neutralizer Lotion:

Brow tint used:  YES / NO

Colour:

Additional Notes:
Notes: